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SUMMARY
Artificialpollination experiments have been carriedout with short-styled,female flowers (in
functionally male syconia) of the common fig (Ficus carica L., Caprificus).The results
support the contention that the short-styled flowers are fertile female flowers capable of
producing normal seeds. Inhabitation of the short-styled flowers by the wasp Blastophaga
psenes L. not only transformedthe flower ovary into a gall and induced the developmentof
parthenogeneticendosperm,but also exerted a significant influence on the developmentof
the fruit. It is likely that consumptionof the endospermby the larvaedevelopingwithin the
ovaries is the stimulus for the development of the unique spongy tissue in the fruits of
Caprificus at ripening. Seed-producingcaprifigs develop juicy, sweet figs, very similar to
ordinaryfemale figs. These fruits are eaten by birds and bats whereasthe spongy fruits are
neglected.
INTRODUCTION
In the common fig (Ficus carica L.), as is usual in Ficus, the syconia produce three types of
flowers: short- and long-styled female flowers, and male flowers. The short-styled female
flowers, first described by Pontedera (1720), possess a hollow style and a funnel-shaped
stigma into which the pollen vector, the agaonidwaspBlastophagapsenes L., oviposits. As a
result of oviposition, the ovary becomes a gall which is the host to the developingwasp larva.
In the long-styled female flowers the style is longerthan the ovipositor of the wasp and consequently wasps cannot ovipost into them. Pollinationresultsin normalseed setting.
All figs of the subgenus Ficus, to which the common fig belongs, are dioecious. The
syconica of the female tree of F caricacontain long-styledfemale flowers, while those of the
male tree, the Caprificus,contain male flowers as well as short-styled female flowers which
are generallyinhabited by the wasp and do not produce seeds. Hence, although it contains
short-styled female flowers, the caprifigis functionally a male plant. It has long been known
(Solms-Laubach,1882) that upon germination,fig seeds give rise to equal numbersof female
and Caprificusplants.
Eisen (1901) regardedthe short-styledflowers as degeneratedfemale flowersincapableof
producing seeds, and named them 'gall flowers'. However,Gasparini(1845) found twenty
normal seeds in forty summer figs (mammoni, Caprificus),while Rixford (1918) reported
seventy-two seeds from a single such fig. Ravasini(1911), who thought that the short-styled
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flowers were not flowers at all but rather specific structuresadapted to receive the eggs of
the wasps, attributed seed production in mammoni figs to flowers with intermediate-sized
styles. Since repeated examination of the female flowers in mammoni figs has not revealed
such intermediate flowers, it is reasonableto assume that the seeds reported by Gasparini
(1845) and Rixford (1918) were produced by ordinary,short-styledpistils which happened
to be unoccupiedby wasps.
Condit (1932) carriedout anatomicalstudies of the varioustypes of flowers and found
that the internal structureof the ovary and ovules in the short-and long-styledflowers was
the same,the differencesbetween the styles and stigmasbeingsuperficial.Althoughanatomical
and other studies provide evidence of the natureof the short-styledgall flowers, clear proof
of their fertility requiresartificial pollination experimentsin the total absence of the wasps,
and these have now been carriedout.
MATERIALSAND METHODS
Our study was carriedout on caprifig trees growing in the region of Safed (Upper Galilee,
northern Israel). The syconia of the spring crop-the profichi-appear on the wood of the
previousseason'sgrowth at the end of March.They ripen in June, producingplenty of pollen.
The polleniferous profichi are the main source of pollen in the common fig. The syconia of
the remainingtwo crops borne by the functionallymale trees-the summercrop (= mammoni)
and the winter crop (= mamme)-produce very little or no fertile pollen. They function as
domiciles in which the waspscomplete their life cycle.
The crops used for artificialpollination were the new profichi and the mammoni.Pollination of profichi was carriedout in April with pollen, obtained from the ripe profichi of the
previousyear (June), which had been stored for about 10 months (in the freezerof a refrigerator) at - 10?C. For pollination, the pollen was suspended in 2% sucrose solution and
injected into the receptive syconia through the ostiole. All syconia to be pollinated were
bagged in advancein organdy to prevent the entry of wasps. To acceleratethe development
of the mammoni and provide receptive figs at the right time, the tips of the new-growth
branches of Caprificuswere lopped off in May (see Condit, 1947). As a consequence of
pruning the mammoni figs on these branches appearedearlierthan usual and reached the
receptivestage while numerousprofichi were still present on the trees.
The syconia for each experiment were divided into three groups: (1) unbaggedsyconia
which were left on the trees without any treatment which became inhabited by Blastophaga wasps. (2) Syconia bagged in organdy and artifically pollinated. These figs were not
inhabited by wasps. (3) Bagged syconia which were not pollinated. These figs, too, were
free of Blastophagawasps.
The figs of the three groups were systematically observed and when they were ripe, the
specific gravity, dry weight, water content and taste were estimated. By means of 15-30
gim thick microtome sections, preparedby the paraffin method, the internal structure of
figs was studied. As a final step, the seeds in each syconium were counted and the characteristics of the fruit were determined.
RESULTS
The development of profichi syconia under the various treatments is presented in Fig. 1.
Generally, the unpollinated and uninhabited syconia dropped off after 5 weeks without
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Fig. 1. Growth curvesof variouslytreated Profichisyconia. *, Inhabitedbut unpollinated;
o, artificallypollinatedbut uninhabited;a, unpollinatedand uninhabited.

Table 1. Comparisonof the specific gravity and dry weight of
ripe profichi gall syconia and of fleshy female seed syconia.
Dry weight is presentedas percent of fresh weight
Gall syconia
Seed syconia

Specificgravity
0.51 ? 0.03
0.97 ? 0.02

Dry weight
13.55%
21.3%

further development of the flower-ovariesor the figs. The inhabited syconia, as well as the
artificially pollinated ones, developed normally and ripened simultaneously at the end of
June. Throughout the development, the inhabited syconia were largerthan those artificially
pollinated (Fig. 1). As usual in Caprificus, the gall syconia (unbagged) produced large,
spongy, unsweet fruit (Plate 1, No. 1). Their sponginessand low specific gravitywere due to
the very large intercellularair spaces in the peel of the fruit (Plate 1, No. 3. For comparison
the structureof the fleshy compact parenchymain female fruit is shown in Plate 1, No. 4).
In contrast, the seed-producing,pollinated male syconia were somewhat smaller. The intercellular spaces in the peel of the fruit were considerablysmallerthan those in the inhabited
caprifigs. The flower peduncles and the perianthscales becamejuicy, so that the whole fruit
turned more fleshy and sweet. The comparativelyhigh specific gravity of ordinary female
fruits, compared with the fruit produced from inhabited, unpollinated Caprificussyconia
(Table 1), is due to their high sugarcontent (Craneand Brown, 1950). Seed-containingmale
fruits are thus intermediatebetween female and ordinaryCaprificusfruits.
Pollinated male syconia of the two crops (profichi and mammoni) produced a large
number of normal seeds. The profichi, pollinated with preserved pollen, each contained
about 400 seeds, but the mammoni figs, pollinated with fresh pollen, were much more prolific, producing500-700 seeds per syconium. The germinationpercentageof the seeds of the
two types was 60 and 90 respectively.
DISCUSSION
Differentiationof the femaleflowers into long- and short-styledflowers, which produceseeds
and galls, respectively,is common to allFicus species. Such differentiationhas a basic survival
value because otherwise the ubiquitous wasps would proliferate in all the female flowers
without leavingany for seed. Generallythe only differencebetween the two types of flowers
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is in the length of the style, but in severalspecies the stigmas of the two types differ (as in
Ficus nota, Baker, 1913; in F. fistulosa, Gali, 1973). In the common fig the differences
between the two types are more pronounced. In spite of that, long-styled and short-styled
flowers of all the species hitherto investigated,includingF. carica,are normal,fertile female
flowers (for F. religiosa see Johri and Konar, 1956; for F. sycomorus-Galil, Dulbergerand
Rosen, 1970).
Our results fully support Condit's opinion that the short-styled flowers of the common
fig are fertile female flowers. Although regrettablythe presentstudy did not include studies
of the winter syconia (mamme) of Caprificus,the remainingtwo crops, that is the spring
syconia (profichi) and the summer syconia (mammoni), invariablyproduced normal seeds
upon artificial pollination. The large number of seeds developed in mammoni syconia is in
agreement with the view of Rixford (1918) that 'all short-styled flowers are fertile and
susceptible to pollination'. The finding that seeds are producedin profichi figs as a result of
artificial pollination is especially interesting. In nature, these syconia cannot be pollinated
because viable pollen is lacking in the antecedent fig generationand consequently no seeds
have been found in naturallydevelopingprofichi. Productionof seeds in these syconia in our
experiments shows that even in this case the short-styled flowers are normal fertile female
flowers.
Condit (1932, 1947) stated that embryos of both fig and of wasp cannot be found simultaneously in a single ovule. He suggestedthat insertion of the wasp'sovipositorinto the pistil
injures the living cells of the narrow stylar canal and that the toxic substancesgenerated
thereby inhibit the growth of pollen tubes throughthe canal and preventovule fertilization.
This view of Condit is untenable. In severalFicus species the pollinating wasps insert their
ovipositors into both short- and long-styled pistils but without ovipositing into the latter
(Galil, 1973; Galil and Snitzer-Pastemak,1970; Gail et al., 1973). Fertile seeds develop in
all long-styled flowers, as well as in the short-styledflowers which have not been occupied
by the wasps, or when the larvae died at an early stage (Galil and Eisikowitch, 1971). Since
no apomixis of any type has yet been detected in Ficus, it is quite clear that mere insertion
of the ovipositorinto the style does not interferewith fertilization,in most figs so far investigated. In fact Johri and Konar (1957) found plant embryos, at the octant stage, alongside
wasp larvaein the ovules of F. religiosa.In such cases, however, the plant embryo degenerates
very quickly as a result of activitiesof the larva.
The influence of the wasps on the fig is not confined to gall induction and developmentof
parthenogeneticendosperm in the ovules. Even in the total absence of pollination, oviposition by the wasp preventsuntimely droppingof syconia and ensuresdevelopmentof the figs
to final ripening.The viability and maturationof the unpollinated syconia, due to occupation by wasps, is therefore of vital importance to the annual life cycle of the insects. The
alternativestimulus to maturationof the syconia, namely fertilisation, is never availableto
mamme and profichi and only infrequently to mammoni. Fruits which do not produceany
seeds and whose development is induced solely by inhabitation by wasps have been named
by Condit (1947) 'stimulatively parthenocarpic'.The fruit of F. sycomorus in the Middle
East,which developsas a result of inhabitationby Sycophagasycomori and not from pollination, belongs to the same category (Galil, 1968).
The considerable structural differences between ordinary Caprificus fruits and ones
developed as a result of artificial pollination are intriguing.It is well known (Crane,Bradley
and Luckwill, 1959) for the common fig that development of the fruit is regulatedby the
growing endosperm, both in pollinated syconia and in parthenocarpicones. However,when
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the endosperm is consumed by the larvae and does not increase, development of the fruit
takesa differentcourse, ultimately yielding the largespongy inedible fruit of typical profichi.
In view of the developmentof fleshy, edible fruits which we have demonstratedin artificially
pollinated but unoccupied mammoni figs, there is reason to think that the destruction of
the endospermin Caprificusby the wasp is connected with the changein the qualitiesof the
fruit.
The characteristicsof the seed-bearingand gall-bearingfruits are highly adaptive.Normal
swelling and sweetening of the seed-containingsyconia, both in Caprificusand in female
fruits, is essential for effective seed dispersalby frugivorousbats and birds. On the other
hand, production of unpalatable, inedible spongy fruits in the caprifigsinsures the timely
release of the wasps maturingin them. It is likely that the sponginessof such fruits and the
atmospheric conditions which develop within the fig cavity are essential for normal pollen
loading on the wasp body (Galil and Neeman, 1977).
Condit and Flanders(1945) did not accept the common epithet 'gall flower' for the shortstyled female flowers of Ficus within whose ovariesthe wasps developed. Accordingto them
'there is no swelling or excrescence resultingfrom the presenceof Blastophagain the ovary.
An inhabitedflower cannot be distinguishedfrom an uninhabitedone'. For a wasp-inhabited
ovary they proposedthe name 'psenocarp'.Thisopinion of Condit and Flandersis unjustified.
The inhabitedovariesare in many respectsdistinguishablefrom seed-producingovaries(Mani,
1964). They produce a unique nourishingtissue, the sclerificationof the endocarpis unlike
the cover of the seed and, finally in many Ficus species inhabitationby sycophilous insects
causes moderateto considerableswellingof the ovary.
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